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Dear Fellows and colleagues,

2020, a year full of challenges and difficulties for everyone around the globe, is finally coming 
to an end. I am also reaching the end of my journey as President of the Academy. A surge of 
mixed emotions encompasses me as I write my last message for our newsletter. I hope you will 
allow me to indulge myself one last time to share some of my thoughts and feelings at both the 
professional and personal levels. There have been many ups and downs during the past four years, 
with some anguish, frustration, and disappointment, but also much joy and satisfaction. Despite 
the challenges, especially in recent months, there is something authentic about the Academy that I 
find most captivating and has kept me moving forward. The Academy is unlike other institutions 
I have worked for or with in many ways. Perhaps because it is still relatively young with abundant 
aspirations and energy, yet it has a spirit that is strongly anchored in a ground of missions and 
beliefs. I am proud to have been a part of its history. I hope I have not disappointed Professor Sir 
David Todd, our founding President, to whom we bade farewell in 2017 and are forever indebted.

As I step down from my post as the seventh President, I reflect personally on what I have learned 
during my term, so that I may move forward positively. At the same time, it is equally important 
for me to appreciate what the Academy has managed to accomplish and thank all the people who 
have supported us in our endeavours, as well as individuals who have put in great efforts to make 
even the impossible possible, such as organising training for the Universal Testing Programme for 
COVID-19 in an extremely short period of time. Doctors are among the most trusted professionals 
in society. As a further measure to curb the spread of COVID-19, in accordance with the Prevention 
and Control of Disease (Compulsory Testing for Certain Persons) Regulation (Cap. 599J), the 
Government empowered all medical practitioners to require all patients clinically suspected to have 
contracted COVID-19 to undergo a compulsory test between 28 November and 11 December 
2020. I hope that the pandemic will subside and end soon, so that our daily lives can return to 
normal and our training for specialists can continue without disruptions. 

During the past four years, there have been many highlights, which have been mentioned in detail 
in the Annual Reports. A recent achievement that I believe has been a resounding success is the 
launch of an e-portfolio system, which has been developed to streamline the workflow for accepting 
fellowship nominations, as well as to assist Colleges in the collection and maintenance of training 
and assessment data for specialist trainees and Fellows in a more structured way. 

One of my personal goals as President of the Academy was to foster further exchange of clinical 
knowledge and experience locally and internationally. I am pleased that I was able to make some 
solid progress towards this goal during my tenure. The Academy’s affiliation with the International 
Association of Medical Regulatory Authorities has been changed from that of a Partner to a 
Member, in recognition of our unique statutory role in organising, monitoring, assessing and 
accrediting medical and dental specialist training. In order to better align our evolving training 
needs, the Academy has also made explorations into substantial equivalency between international 
accreditation systems that would ultimately form the basis for credit reciprocity for continuous 
professional development among and between countries, allowing us greater flexibility and enable 
continuing medical education and training without disruption. Regionally, I am pleased to see the 
considerable progress made by the SZ-HK Medical Specialist Training Centre established by the 
Academy and the Shenzhen Medical Doctor Association in July 2019, and look forward to seeing 
the Centre achieve its goal to raise the standard of specialist training and healthcare services in the 
Greater Bay Area and beyond. The Academy will be working towards a more robust initiative for 
setting up a network of academies of medicine in Asia, while strengthening collaborations with the 
Macao Academy of Medicine and the Korean Academy of Medical Sciences, and maintaining the 
tripartite relationship with the academies in Malaysia and Singapore. 

/cont...
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President’s Message (cont from page 1)
The wellbeing of Fellows is as important as academic attainment and professional development. I have been working towards 
another of my goals to contribute to a resilient and sustainable health system development in all areas. For example, the 
Academy collaborates with the School of Public Health of The University of Hong Kong on a project that evaluates local 
specialist manpower needs, hoping to identify manpower gaps in different subspecialty areas. The Academy is obliged to look 
after the mental health of our Fellows and hopes to launch a series of wellbeing enhancement programmes, as the pandemic 
situation improves, promoting a happier and healthier workforce. This is especially important in light of a recent wellbeing 
study conducted by the Young Fellows Chapter showing some worrisome emotional and wellbeing issues among our trainees 
and younger Fellows. A positive and risk-free environment is a most crucial element for Fellows to pursue their life-long and 
purposeful career. The Academy has made significant progress towards promoting integrity, ethical conduct and professionalism 
through the work of the Professionalism and Ethics Committee set up in 2019 with best practice guidelines being developed. 

I have enjoyed working with young and energetic clinicians, assisting them through all phases of their professional development. 
With strong support from the Council, the Academy formed the Young Fellows Chapter in 2017 with representatives from 15 
Colleges who have been conferred Academy Fellowship within the past 10 years. The aim is to nurture future healthcare leaders 
by involving them in various activities and affairs of the Academy, allowing them to better understand our objectives and 
work. The Academy would continue to advance innovative learning pedagogies for specialist training, advocate health science 
researches and explore the feasibility of establishing a postgraduate medical education office that steers further development 
and review to ensure our training curricula and activities of different specialties are fit for purpose and on par with international 
standards.

None of these admirable achievements would have been possible without the support of our diligent Officers and Council 
members, as well as dedicated staff. It has been a great honour for me to serve you first as Vice-President in 2011 and then as 
President since 2016. Taking over the reins from me as President is Professor Gilberto Leung. With his strong undergraduate 
and postgraduate education background and a robust mind, I have firm confidence that he will steer the Academy over 
waves of challenges in a time of change and uncertainty, propelling the organisation towards more diversified and innovative 
developments. I am sure that Professor Leung, as the youngest President to date, will also inject new vitality into the role and 
engage the younger generation of Fellows. Undoubtedly, with the support of a strong Council and secretariat of dedicated 
staff members, he will continue to embrace our statutory mission of maintaining the standards of our specialists, and have the 
interest of the society in mind by providing continuing medical education and continuous professional development.

With a strong foundation built from the past, let us face the future with hope and confidence.  I look forward to seeing the 
spirit of the Academy continue to grow, bearing fruits of success that will benefit the Fellows, our profession, as well as the 
community as a whole.  

Thank you once again for all your support! 

Prof CS Lau
President

Annual Report 2020
The Annual Report 2020 is now available on the Academy website:
https://www.hkam.org.hk/HKAMWEB/pages_5_78.html 

News and Announcements
Training and support for the Universal Community Testing Programme
In support of the Government’s Universal Community Testing Programme taken place earlier in September 2020, apart from 
calling for help from Fellows to perform duties at swabbing stations, the Academy and the Hong Kong Jockey Club Disaster 
Preparedness and Response Institute have played an active role and coordinated training sessions for healthcare practitioners 
between 26 and 30 August at different locations. The training covered the infection control requirements including proper use 
of personal protective equipment and the skills/procedures in taking swabs. With support from over 150 trainers from various 
medical and healthcare organisations/institutions, around 1,800 healthcare practitioners were trained within the 5-day period.
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Academy President Prof CS Lau, together with Prof Sophia Chan, Secretary for Food and Health, and Mr Patrick Nip, Secretary 
for the Civil Service, visited the training booths to show their support to the healthcare professionals. Prof Lau also volunteered 
to help and was assigned to be the group leader in one of the Centres. 

In addition, Prof Lau helped promoted the programme by taking a video, encouraging the public to participate in the 
programme. You may view the video on the Academy Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/hkam.org.hk

Professional Indemnity Insurance
Noting that the escalating premiums of professional liability insurance or unexpected change to the coverage may have become 
a burden or concern to some Fellows, the Academy has been looking for ways to ease the situation. In 2016, the Academy 
set up a Working Group on Professional Indemnity Insurance to help the Council look into the matter. It is believed that 
introduction of alternative insurance products would lead to increased competition in the market and our Fellows would thus 
benefit by having more choices of medical professional indemnity insurance.

The Academy Council has recently appointed Aon as an exclusive insurance broker to refer its medical professional indemnity 
insurance product to our Fellows. Aon in return would make a contribution to support the Academy’s risk management and 
related activities, such as organisation of medico-legal seminars and educational initiatives for patient safety. Despite this 
engagement with Aon, it does not imply any endorsement by the Academy on Aon’s products, and it will be Fellows’ sole 
discretion to consider and choose the most appropriate product or service on their own.

Details about the medical professional indemnity insurance can be found in the November issue of e-news published on 
Academy website. For enquiries, please contact Ms Jessica Liu at 2861 6534 or jessica.liu@aon.com.

Disclaimer:
The Academy only helps Fellows explore alternative insurance solutions as part of membership services. The engagement with Aon does 
not imply any endorsement by the Academy on Aon’s product and it will be Fellows’ sole discretion to consider and choose the most 
appropriate product or service on their own. Fellows should make all necessary assessments, consider seeking all necessary advice, and 
exercise their own judgement according to their own circumstances. The Academy shall not be responsible for any matters in relation 
to any product or service referred to or purchased / used by Fellows.
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Chicken Soup for the Doctor’s Soul 
Much like the original international multi-award winning 
series Chicken Soup for the Soul, “Chicken Soup for the 
Doctor’s Soul” consists of a collection of inspirational and 
personal experiences of doctors. Through the sharing of 
these stories, our readers may discover a different perspective 
on patient care, find joy and humour in everyday life 
encounters, rekindle passion in our consuming lifestyle 
and, most importantly, find solace in the company of like-
minded individuals. We cordially invite doctors of all ages 
and backgrounds to submit their stories. We look forward to 
hearing from you!  

Interested contributors may contact Ms Christine Kuai at 
28718727 or email us at yfc@hkam.org.hk 
Contributions are welcome year-round.

Academy Young Fellow Committee members
Top row: Dr Sut-yee Tse, Dr Jeremy Teoh, Dr Ryan Cho
Second row: Dr Ka-wang Cheung, Dr Karen Leung, Dr. Yolanda Law 
Third row: Dr David Lam, Dr Jason Yam, Dr Paul A Koljonen
Fourth row: Dr Eric Yan, Dr Tony Yuen

Young Fellows Chapter Chairlady Dr Sut-Yee Tse and Vice-chairman 
Dr Jeremy Teoh introduce the new program “Chicken Soup for the 
Doctor’s Soul”

Young Fellows Chapter
Cross-over education 
In our profession, specialty training equips us with the knowledge and skills to handle the challenges within the confines of 
our own specialty. However, our busy work schedules may have stifled our curiosity to explore beyond the boundaries of these 
confines. As part of the ongoing efforts of the Young Fellows Chapter (YFC) in promoting collaboration among colleagues 
and Academy Colleges, we are pleased to announce the planning for a Cross-over Education Video series. This series will cover 
clinical scenarios that require multidisciplinary involvement and serve as a means for trainees and young Fellows to gain 
valuable insight into the work of the other specialties involved.
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HKJCDPRI Updates
Sharing professional knowledge through traditional media and social media
According to a survey published by HKJCDPRI in December 2019, 68% of respondents thought that disasters had become 
more severe than two years ago and the top three disasters the respondents indicated are typhoons, infectious diseases outbreak 
and fire incidents. As one of the few professionals on disaster preparedness and response in Hong Kong, HKJCDPRI received 
several invitations from the mass media on sharing knowledge and tips in response to typhoon and pandemic.

Many people will remember that, on 16 September 2018, super typhoon Mangkhut devastated Hong Kong. Radio Television 
Hong Kong (RTHK) invited HKJCDPRI to share professional knowledge of typhoon preparedness and response in a television 
programme, 日常8點半. The programme was broadcast on RTHK31 on the second anniversary of Mangkhut. The Director 
of HKJCDPRI explained the formation of a storm surge and its potential risk to a city. The public were advised to take 
precautionary measures before severe flooding. In addition, they were shown what items should be included in a survival bag. 

To support the special needs of disability groups during COVID-19 pandemic, HKJCDPRI produced three “COVID-19 
Practical Guide Videos for Disability Groups”. This series of videos was produced in collaboration with three organisations: 
namely Ebenezer School & Home for the Visually Impaired, Direction Association For The Handicapped and SLCO 
Community Resources. The videos, available on YouTube and the HKJCDPRI website, showcase the difficulties during 
pandemic faced by visually and audibly impaired persons, as well as those with physical disabilities. The videos also encourage 
the public to pay extra attention to these vulnerable groups in order to protect different individuals in the community.

In order to heighten awareness, we introduced the videos to the press and successfully received full-page coverage from Ming 
Pao. The report covered how HKJCDPRI supported the disability groups during the pandemic as well as the “COVID-19 
Practical Guide Videos for Disability Groups” series of videos.

COVID-19 webinars well-received by NGOs and the public
Following on from the success of the first webinar on Business Continuity Planning (BCP) on 15 July 2020, HKJCDPRI held 
three more webinars on similar topics to provide advice to organisations on maintaining operations during or after emergency 
or disaster events. In October, HKJCDPRI held the last webinar on BCP with professional organisations focusing on elderly 
care. The Hong Kong Association of Gerontology and Christian Family Service Centre – Elderly Care was invited to host a 
webinar on elderly services for NGO practitioners under COVID-19. The professional knowledge shared was valuable and 
practical. 

People of all ages are facing stress and uncertainty since the outbreak of COVID-19. To support the general public during the 
pandemic, a series of webinars on mental and psychological health was organised with the Hong Kong College of Psychiatrists 
in October and November. President of Hong Kong College of Psychiatrists Dr Roger MK Ng was the guest speaker of the first 
webinar on 27 October, sharing professional knowledge and advice on maintaining mental and psychological health under the 
pandemic. In two webinars planned for November, Vice Presidents of the College Dr Phyllis Chan and Dr May Lam have been 
invited to provide advice on maintaining a healthy parent–child relationship and on students’ well-being in the challenging 
school years (2019/2020/2021), respectively. 

Promoting disaster preparedness and response knowledge
As the epidemic in Hong Kong stabilised, HKJCDPRI organised and joined outreach activities to promote disaster preparedness 
and response knowledge to young students, villagers, and the general public in residential estates. 

HKJCDPRI reached young students through a new disaster education drama, “Preparing Kids for Disasters”, in collaboration 
with Drama Gallery, to share preparedness knowledge on different kinds of disasters, including disaster risk reduction, 
mitigation, and response. After the launch, many primary schools have organised online viewing via zoom. The drama has 
even been performed in school halls as COVID-19-related travel and gathering restrictions have been eased. Students enjoyed 
the show and interacted with the characters with great enthusiasm and thunderous laughter. 
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HKJCDPRI joined “PROJECT WINDBREAK”, a community outreach activity jointly organised by government departments 
to increase villagers’ awareness on the importance of implementing precautionary measures against typhoons and flooding. A 
talk on preparedness for typhoons and flooding was delivered at the “Training on Trainers” session, followed by educational 
outreach activities in three villages at high risk of disaster in Yuen Long: Tai Tseng Wai, Lau Fau Shan, and Lin Fa Tei. 
Waterproof fortune bags, with useful guidelines and gadgets for use in the event of evacuation, were distributed to villagers.

To educate the public on disaster preparedness and response, an exhibition was held in the densely populated residential area 
of MOSTown in Ma On Shan on 26 October. Attractive exhibits attracted hundreds of visitors and we successfully shared our 
knowledge in the community.

HKJC ILCM Updates
Infection Control Measures
To prevent the spread of COVID-19, more stringent guidelines of Infection Control Measures have been imposed at HKJC 
ILCM. Extra manpower has been deployed to provide cleaning for training sites and medical equipment during the course dates. 
HKJC ILCM will closely observe the situation and ensure a safe and clean learning environment for all course participants.

HKJC ILCM Strategic Planning Retreat 2020, 1 November 2020
A total of 32 healthcare professionals from different 
specialties joined the HKJC ILCM Strategic 
Planning Retreat, held on 1 November 2020. The 
main objective of the event was to identify the HKJC 
ILCM’s development directions and consider how 
to cope with the upcoming challenges. Participants 
were divided into four groups and actively discussed 
on the topics of Training Activities, Research, 
Business Model, and Resources & Quality 
Standards. Valuable comments and thoughts were 
shared among the participants. The suggestions and recommendations received will be considered for the HKJC ILCM’s 
future plans and directions. A summary report will be prepared for the HKJC ILCM Operation Committee and Advisory 
Committee for review, and subsequently for comments and endorsement from the Academy Council.

Procedural Sedation Safety Course (PSSC), 26 September 2020
Collaborating with Hong Kong College of Anaesthesiologists (HKCA), the second run of the PSSC was held on 26 September 
2020. The course aims at enhancing patient safety during procedural sedation by acquiring a scientific foundation of safe 
practice. Participants from different specialities were actively engaged in the problem-based learning and simulation exercises. 
With the positive feedback from both participants and instructors, we will arrange additional runs of PSSC in the future. 
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Comprehensive Simulation Educator Course (CSEC), 10, 11, 17, & 18 October 2020
After a long break amidst the pandemic, HKJC ILCM has finally overcome many uncertain factors and reactivate CSEC 
again within an unexpected tight timeline in mid-October 2020. Being vigilant to the pandemic, HKJC ILCM took a lot of 
infection control measures during the course, making it an unusual experience. The most extraordinary experience was that we 
could bring in Dr Jenny Rudolph of the Center for Medical Simulation from Boston. She was supposed to visit us onsite, but 
obstructed by the pandemic, she joined us via live video link to offer her professional advices to our faculty members. HKJC 
ILCM would like to extend our deepest gratitude to Dr Rudolph for her unfailing support to adjust her tight schedules to fit 
our short notice. Passing through the demanding 4 days, what was missing was the delightful refreshment breaks which could 
make the tiring learning journey more pleasant. However, what was the same was the devotion and enthusiasm of all faculty 
members and the active participation of participants as well as the positive feedback to the learning outcomes. 

HKJC ILCM Upcoming Courses

Course Title Course Date Registration 

1 Debriefing Skills for Simulation Instructor Course (DSSI) – 
2 days

23–24 January 2021
27–28 March 2021

Full class

2 Procedural Sedation Safety Course (PSSC) – 1 day 20 March 2021 Registration will be 
opened in due course

3 Comprehensive Simulation Educator Course (CSEC) –  
4 days

6–7 & 13–14 March 2021 Registration will be 
opened in due course

For details of the above courses, please visit the HKJC ILCM website (www.hkjcilcm.hk)
Enquiries: +852 2871 8718 or hkjcilcm@hkam.org.hk

Event Highlights
Media interview: Position paper on patient blood management, 14 August 2020
Considering the low blood inventory level in the midst of COVID-19 pandemic, as alerted by Hong Kong Red Cross Blood 
Transfusion Service, the Academy appealed for blood donation and patient blood management last July. On 14 August 2020, 
a media interview was organised to present a position paper on patient blood management published in the August issue 
of Hong Kong Medical Journal, with an aim 
to advocate the good practice and lower 
the dependence of blood donation and 
transfusion. The position paper’s authors 
Dr YF Chow, Dr HK Cheng and Dr Cindy 
Tsui of the Hong Kong Society of Clinical 
Blood Management Limited were invited 
to outline patient blood management and 
its three strategies - optimising patients’ 
RBC mass and better managing anaemia, 
minimising blood loss and rationalising use 
of blood and blood components. Academy 
Editor Prof Martin Wong was also on stage 
to introduce the Hong Kong Medical Journal.
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Career talk co-organised with Hospital Authority, 7 November 2020
The Academy and the Hospital Authority (HA) co-organised a virtual career talk for medical interns interested in the 
2021/2022 HA Resident Training Programme, on 7 November 2020. Vice-President (Education & Examinations) Prof 
Gilberto Leung was one of the speakers of the online event, and he shared information related to postgraduate specialist 
training and examinations. Consultation sessions were held to provide details about different specialties with enquiries from 
interns answered by representatives from Academy Colleges and the HA. The successful career talk attracted over 200 attendees.

The Fellowship Conferment Ceremony of Hong Kong College of Emergency Medicine attended by President Prof CS Lau on 24 October 2020.

Events attended by Academy Officers
Colleges’ Conferment Ceremonies 2020
Officers attended the ceremonies as platform guests and shared the memorable moment with the newly admitted Fellows.
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Fellows CONNECT 
Social Subcommittee formed 
to connect Fellows

2020 Hong Kong Academy of Medicine and Medical Alumni Golf Tournament
The Academy and Medical Alumni Golf Tournament 2020 was completed successfully and smoothly at Hong Kong Golf 
Club (Fanling) on 14 October 2020. All 63 golfers played well and enjoyed the day. Congratulations to Dr Tommy HK Ng 
and Dr Sze-man Cheung for winning the President’s Cup of the Academy.

Please visit the Academy website for the tournament results:
https://www.hkam.org.hk/news/list/202011/Golf2020_Results.pdf

The 32nd Conferment Ceremony of The Hong Kong College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists attended by President Prof CS Lau and Vice 
President (Education and Examinations) Prof Gilberto Leung on 31 October 2020.

Champion of HKAM President’s Cup Dr Tommy Ng Champion (Lady) of HKAM President’s Cup Dr Sze-man Cheung
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Special Offers for Academy Fellows
Fellows can enjoy the offers below by presenting a valid Fellowship card.

Food and Beverage
•	 LIS	Café,	L’hotel	Island	South
•	 Komune	and	TQM	Taqueria,	Ovolo	Southside

Hotel Accommodation
•	 Hong	Kong	Ocean	Park	Marriott	Hotel
•	 L’hotel	Island	South
•	 Ovolo	Southside

Other Gifts
Enjoy 10% storewide upon purchase on the following online shops until 31 December 2020:
(Please use promo code: HKAM_10)
•	 Gift	Something	 http://www.giftsomething.com/	
•	 Gift	Flowers	 http://www.giftflowers.com.hk/	
•	 Gift	Hampers	 http://www.gifthampers.com.hk/	

For more details of these offers, please use the QR code or refer to the most recent eBlast:
https://www.hkam.org.hk/HKAMWEB/pages_3_280.html

Academy Souvenirs
A brand new corporate A5 notebook, priced at $80/pc or $150/2 pcs, is now available. 
Place your order now as stock is limited.

The order form can be downloaded from the Academy website:
https://www.hkam.org.hk/news/list/20200207/Academy_Souvenir_Order_Form.pdf

Application for Supplementary Card
(for Fellows’ immediate family members only)

The Academy is pleased to extend the use of Academy Lounge to immediate family members of all our Fellows.

Fellows who are interested in applying a Supplementary Card, which is free of charge, for his / her immediate family members 
may complete and return an application form to the Academy Secretariat. Application form and general conditions can be 
downloaded from the Fellows’ section of the Academy website.
Applications are processed in batches, and the normal lead time is 1–2 months. Once your application is approved, the 
Supplementary Card will be sent to you by post.

For enquiries, please contact the Academy Secretariat at 2871 8888 or hkam@hkam.org.hk.

Organising your events at the Academy
The Academy offers a wide range of venues suitable for meetings, conferences and 
your special occasions of different scales. Onsite logistical and technical support, event 
planning as well as catering services are also available.

Make a booking enquiry online now: 
https://online.hkam.org.hk/form/BookingEnquiry
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New College Council Members
The following Academy Colleges have held annual general meetings and have submitted new Council lists to the newsletter 
Editorial Board. Congratulations to all new College Office Bearers and Council members. (For lists of other College Councils, 
please refer to the Colleges section on the Academy website.)

Hong Kong College of 
Radiologists

President Dr Chun-key Law
Senior Vice-President Dr Wai-lun Poon
Vice-President Prof Anne WM Lee
Warden Dr Yiu-chung Wong
Honorary Treasurer Dr Ka-on Lam
Honorary Secretary Dr Elaine YL Kan
Council Members Dr Danny HY Cho
  Dr Kai-yan Kwok
  Dr Chun-Ying Lui
  Dr Wai-tat Ngai
  Dr Kam-hung Wong
Co-opted Council Members Dr Lilian Leong 
  (Immediate Past President)
  Dr Hector TG Ma
  Dr Wai Chan
  Dr Ming-hei Lai
  Dr Hailey HC Tsang

President Dr Heng-tat Leong
Vice-President (External Affairs) Prof Edward CS Lai
Vice-President (Internal Affairs) Prof Wai-sang Poon
Censor-in-Chief Prof Kent-man Chu
Honorary Secretary Dr Peggy SK Chu
Honorary Treasurer Dr Kam-hung Kwok
Council Members Dr Tan-to Cheung
  Prof Philip WY Chiu
  Prof Simon YK Law
  Dr Siu-kee Leung
  Dr Michael WY Leung
  Prof Chi-fai Ng
  Prof Simon SM Ng
  Dr Dacita TK Suen
  Dr Anthony YB Teoh
  Dr Alfred CC Wong
  Prof George KC Wong
  Prof Ming-kwong Yiu
Immediate Past President  Prof Paul BS Lai

The College of Surgeons of  
Hong Kong

Hong Kong College of Emergency 
Medicine

President Dr Clara WY Wu
Vice-President Dr Yiu-cheung Chan
Honorary Secretary Dr Kuang-an Wan
Honorary Treasurer Dr Chin-pang Cheung
Censor-in-Chief Dr Sik-hon Tsui
Council Members Dr Kin-ling Chan
  Dr Tung-ning Chan
  Dr Chi-wai Chau
  Dr Wendy Cheng
  Dr Kevin KC Hung
  Dr Ka-keung Lam
  Dr Chu-leung Lau
  Dr Fei-lung Lau
  Dr Wilfred MM Lee
  Dr Albert CH Lit
  Dr Chun-tat Lui
  Dr Hing-man Ma
  Dr Maria MY Sy
  Dr Siu-ming Yang
  Dr Kin-ming Yim
  Dr Eddie CP Yuen
Immediate Past President Dr Axel YC Siu
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Editorial Board
Prof Martin Wong (Editor)
Dr David Fang
Dr CC Lau
Prof CS Lau
Dr YL Yu
Mr Aaron Cheng

Chief Operations 
Officer
Ms Camellia Chau

Managing Editor
Mr Alan Purvis

President
Prof CS Lau
Vice-Presidents
Dr CC Lau
Prof Gilberto Leung
Hon Secretary
Prof Henry Chan
Hon Treasurer
Dr YF Chow
Editor
Prof Martin Wong
Ex-officio Members
College Presidents
Prof CW Cheung
Dr Thomas Tsang
Dr YK Wong
Dr Clara Wu
Dr David Chao
Prof TY Leung
Dr Nancy Yuen
Dr WP Yau
Dr Victor Abdullah
Dr Winnie Tse
Dr Michael Chan
Prof Philip Li
Dr Roger Ng
Dr CK Law
Dr HT Leong
Elected Council 
Members
Dr Julian Fong
Dr HT Luk
Dr HY So
Dr WL Tang

HKAM Council

The deadline for contributions for the 
Spring 2021 issue of academyfocus 
is 1 February 2021. Please send any 
submissions by e-mail to hkam@
hkam.org.hk or by fax to 2505 
5577. All submissions are subject 
to editorial review and approval. 
Information supplied, whether or 
not included in the newsletter, may 
be posted on the Academy website.

Deadline for Spring 2021 issue academyfocus is published quarterly by the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine (HKAM) Press.

Copyright © 2020 Hong Kong Academy of Medicine
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Young Fellows Chapter
Chicken Soup for the Doctor's Soul

Submissions welcome all year round !
Simply email your article or audio recording to yfc@hkam.org.hk

Indicate "Chicken Soup for the Doctor's Soul" in the email title, 
and leave your name and contact information.

Enquiries: Ms Christine Kuai 28718727

Submit NOW to 
get your story 
included in our 
upcoming 
publications and 
audio productions!

HONG KONG ACADEMY OF MEDICINE

Is there someone in your life who has inspired you?
Are there life experiences that have motivated you?

Please share your stories, smiles and tears
from your professional and daily life

Be a source of POSITIVITY for all!


